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Revised Criminal Code Act of 2022 (RCCA)

○ Washington D.C.
○ Measure eliminated most mandatory minimum sentences, lowered maximum sentences to 

45 years, eliminated accomplice liability for felony murder, and an expansion on judicial 
reconsideration for individuals serving long prison terms

○ increases sentences for attempted murder, attempted sexual assault, misdemeanor sexual 
abuse

○ Will not take effect until 2027

“ Years of evidence-based research, dialogue, debate, public engagement and thoughtful 
improvements went into producing it. ... I truly believe it will foster healthier communities by 
creating a more uniform penalty system, reducing sentencing disparities that fall hardest on Black 
men and their families.” - Ward 5 Council Member Zachary Parker
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Drug Policy Reform
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Senate Bill 90 

○ Kentucky

○ Establish pilot behavioral health conditional dismissal programs for individuals charged 

with certain low-level drug offenses

○ Measure allows someone charged with certain non-violent crimes determined to have a 

mental health or substance use disorder to have their case put on hold and go into 

treatment instead, under certain conditions

○ Pilot program would include services to outpatient treatment, cognitive and behavioral 

therapies, educational and vocational services and housing assistance
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Early Completion of Probation 

and Parole Violations
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Senate Bill 752
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○ Florida

○ Allows residents on probation to 

receive  education and workforce 

credits to reduce their probation 

terms

○ Earn 60 days off their probation term 

for each completed educational 

activity.



Youth Justice
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House Bill 1359

○ Indiana 
○ Improve data collection on statewide 

juvenile justice systems 
○ Address broader behavioral health 

services to children in the juvenile justice 
system

○ Raise the age of detention to 12 

○ Plan juvenile diversion and community 
alternatives grant programs
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Voting Rights
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VOTES Act 

○ Massachusetts
○ Provisions guaranteeing ballot access 

for incarcerated persons
○ Jails are to “ensure the receipt, private 

voting, where possible, and return of 
mail ballots” 

○ Require sheriffs to ensure that citizens 
serving misdemeanor convictions or 
being held in pretrial maintain the right 
to vote and can access the necessary 
resources. 
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